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POWER AND SIMPLICITY IN THE CLOUD

NetDocuments Features List

MATTER CENTRIC WORKSPACES
1. Auto creation of workspaces based on predefined

templates: Client, project or matter-centricity is at the
core of NetDocuments, aggregating all content related
to a client/project/matter and displaying on a single
summary or list view page. Additionally, workspace
templates can be created depending on different
practice areas or workspaces that require a different
display of data.

2. Personalized lists of ‘favorite matters’ and
‘recent matters’: Each user can define shortcuts to
workspaces, documents, or folders by tagging them
as favorites simply by clicking the star next to the item.
Once they have been defined as a favorite, they will
populate on the user’s home page and subsequently
be quickly accessed on the left navigation pane. The
recent client/matter/project list will also populate on the
left navigation pane and in Outlook if EMS folders are
installed.

3. Workspace selector to quickly find and access
any matter workspace: The search bar on the left
navigation pane allows for a predictive search for
workspaces by typing in the beginning letters of the
name or by accessing the full pick list of options.

4. Automatic organization of documents in workspaces
based on document type: The workspaces will be
automatically organized based on document type filters
(containers that function like a dynamic folder, capable
of filing to or tagging to). These can be thought of as
sub-folders within the workspace.

5. Save documents to workspaces with dynamic
filters or folders in a workspace: The workspace is
organized by document type filters, but you can also
create temporary folders within the workspace as well.
Folders are irrespective of metadata profile tags.

6. Easy external document sharing tool on workspaces
(ShareSpaces): The ShareSpace is a secure container
used to share and collaborate on documents with
people who are not internal or external users of your
cabinet. You can also share the ShareSpace with
cabinet users if you choose. A ShareSpace allows for
ongoing collaboration among users on documents
without creating multiple copies as you do when using
email.

7. Easy to create folders/subfolders on workspaces: A
folder is a holding place for documents, regardless of
filter or metadata tags. The profiled documents within a
folder will not lose attributes and can still be accessed
through advanced searches.

8. View other web site sources within a workspace: A
website view can be embedded into the workspace,
and displays similar to a profile attribute on the
workspace.

9. Apply litigation hold to a matter workspace:
Documents subject to litigation holds cannot have their
profiles edited, cannot have the content of existing
versions edited, and cannot be deleted.

GENERAL APPLICATION FEATURES
1. Access rights/ethical walls: Define user permission to

cabinets, folders, workspaces, and documents. Rights
can be defined on a per user bases, by user group, or
be tied to the metadata profile fields with profile-based
security. Set user privileges to be a view (V), edit (E),
share (S), administrator (A), or no access.

2. User-defined home page: When clicking the star
icon next to a document name, folder, or workspace,
a shortcut of that item is put on your Home Page
for quick access. You can also create personalized
sections for smarter organization.
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3. Recent documents page with three tabs – recently
opened, recently edited, and recently added: This
drop down tab is accessible from anywhere in the
service and lists the 40 most recent document for each
category that the user interacted with.

4. Drag and drop in the browser: You can drag and drop
a document from your desktop into a folder in ND, or
into the upload box to be profiled.

5. Customizable right-click menu: User-customized
right-click menu to have specific document options
available to the individual with a single click.

6. Unlimited versions: Users can create unlimited versions
of a document. *Note: Only the ‘Official version’ of the
document will be searchable.

7. Optional auto versioning: Whenever automatic
versioning is enabled, a new version is created
automatically whenever a different person edits a
document.

8. Lock versions: Keeps the version from being altered.
You can also include a description when you lock a
version. You cannot unlock or delete a locked version.
Administrators of the repository are the only ones who
can delete a locked version.

9. Online editing: Users have the option to edit their
documents using Microsoft OneDrive (personal edition)
by right clicking a document in a list view. Edits are
saved automatically in real time as the document is
being worked on.

10. Link/relate documents: By linking two or more
documents together, a hyperlink to the full list of related
documents is viewable on the Details pane that will
direct the user to all of the linked documents

11. Automated login: Administrators may configure
automated login with Microsoft’s Active Directory for full
user management, SAML 2.0, or digital certificates.

12. User activity reporting: The Consolidated Activity Log
will deliver a date range report to the Admin to show
when documents have been opened, viewed, or saved,
including IP address. This information is then e-mailed
in a format that will allow it to be easily imported into
database software such as SQL Server, Access, or
Excel.

13. Document history/audit trail: Automatic document
audit trails record activity at a document level showing
individuals activities relating to a document in an
unalterable, printable, downloadable file. Activities on
each individual document include edits, access list
changes, profile changes, renaming, deletions, printing,

versioning, sharing, editing, viewing, and copying.
14. Retention policies and purging: Repository

administrators can define policies based on defined
metadata criteria to initiate a retention policy. When a
policy comes due, the repository administrators are
notified of a list of documents that meet the retention
criteria, allowing for further action of deleting, archiving
to WORM storage, or other possible actions.

15. Multiple import and export options: Documents
enter NetDocuments through a number of ways,
including: REST APIs, the upload button in the
interface, ndOffice MS Office integrations, Mass
Import Utility, Folder Import Utility, Adobe integrations,
email documents, Email Management Service (EMS),
AutoImport, or direct scanning to folders, workspaces,
or via third-party integrations such as Accuroute,
ScanSnap plugin, and Airmail2.

16. Email link or copy of document: The email link
feature sends a link to the document that can be
accessed by NetDocuments users with the appropriate
rights. The email copy will send an attachment to the
document to outside recipients.

17. Versions can be different file types: The ‘upload a
new version’ option allows for adding documents as
additional versions of a previous document, regardless
of file type.

18. MS Office integration: Embedded application
integrations with MS Office 2010 and 2013. Open,
edit, save, tag, file, and control versions without leaving
MS Office. Previous MS Office integrations allow for
customized save as dialogues.

EXTERNAL COLLABORATION
1. Secure document delivery: Share documents with a

public and optional password protected URL. This easy
one-off collaboration tool also allows for link expiration,
original document version locking, and the ability to
allow/restrict download rights.
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2. Global sharing with access rights: Extranet
capabilities allow customers to create separate
cabinets for sharing with external users, enabling the full
functionality of the software with third parties who are
not NetDocuments subscribers.

3. Global directory/password management: Direct
integration with Active Directory for single sign-on and
user administration of security rights provisioning.

4. Extranet “Home” page: Customize the sections and
items placed on an extranet cabinet homepage. Similar
to an individual’s homepage, the cabinet homepage can
be customized for all those who have access to it.

5. Extranet branding: Company logo can be inserted to a
ShareSpace, Cabinet, and Repository.

6. Sharespaces – quick and easy external collaboration
space: A ShareSpace can be set up in a workspace or
folder and shared externally with anyone by sending out
a link or creating the individual as a ShareSpace user
based on their email address. There are an unlimited
number of members allowed within a ShareSpace
and no limit to the number of ShareSpaces that can
be created. ShareSpaces are designed to share a
low volume of documents to ensure a high level of
performance.

7. Email notifications and automatic alerts: By following
a ShareSpace, folder, or document, you can sign up to
receive email notifications or an RSS feed when users
edit contents, or add documents.

8. Document approvals: Individual approval that applies
digital and graphical representation and approval stamp.
The approval stamp records name, current date, time
and the individuals who approved the document in its
current state. Approving a document does not lock
the document from editing by others with edit rights.
If the document is edited by you or anyone else after
you or others approve it, all approvals will be rescinded
automatically, but all approvals are permanently
recorded in the history log.

9. Threaded discussions: A threaded discussion can be
initiated, profiled, and searchable within NetDocuments.
They are treated just like a document within
NetDocuments and can be accessed by anyone with
access rights. By ‘following’ the discussion, you will be
alerted of new comments.

10. Concurrency control for collaboration with internal
and external users: Documents are automatically
checked out and locked for editing when an individual
with edit rights clicks on a document either from the
web interface or ndOffice MS Office integrations. While

check out, other users with access to the document 
can open and view the document, but cannot make 
edits until the document is closed and checked-in by 
the original person who check it out. Administrative 
override is available to reset the document status.

SEARCH
1. Simple search box on every page (searches both

metadata and full text): This can be accessed from
anywhere in the service. Googlesque searching.

2. Advanced search page: Access all accessible search
fields, including all customized metadata, created by,
date, range, doc ID, as well as file extension type.

3. Phrase and proximity searching: Search specific
phrases in quotations, or words within a certain
distance of other word.

4. Find similar: (conceptual searching for similar
documents)

5. Alternate word forms: This feature finds plural forms of
a word. It may not include all variations of every word.

6. Support for 40+ foreign languages
7. Special email search page: The envelope icon next to

the simple search bar is for searching .msg emails only.
This functionality is also available from the Advanced
Search Page.

8. Filter results by a number of different categories and
topics, as well as configurable profile attributes:
Drill further into search results based on topics, names,
people, companies, email, and custom metadata
fields the search engine extrapolates when executing a
search.

9. Built-in document viewer that highlights search
results: You can toggle between the document details
and the actual document itself in the preview mode.
This allows full view of the document without having to
download.
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10. Snippets on search results page: Similar to
Google, the snippets will provide portions of the
document text returned in search results, highlighting
the inline text.

11. Special email search dialogue and lists

EMAIL MANAGEMENT SERVICE
1. Drag and drop to matter folders: Simply choose the

email you wish to file in NetDocuments, and drag it
into an Outlook folder that sync with the workspace
or folder designated in the repository.

2. Alternative way to profile emails in Outlook (EMS
profiler tool bar): Instead of dragging emails into
folders, a profiler can be installed in Outlook to
manually apply profile values to an email.

3. Suggestive profiling with EMS Profiler tool bar:
After an email has been profiled once, subsequent
correspondence from the same recipient will be
recognized and auto-filled by the profiler. These values
can be manually changed if necessary.

4. Send and file functionality with suggestive filing:
When sending an email, you can also profile the
sent email into the repository, and the email address
is sticky as well, and will be auto-filled with the last
known location.

5. Attach copy of a document to an email: From
Outlook, you can reach into the repository to attach
documents.




